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The US president’s chief medical adviser, Anthony Fauci, is under fire for allegedly lying to Congress
about how the National Institutes of Health (NIH) funded controversial research into bat coronaviruses
in China, since the agency admitted to participating in gain-of-function virus research, contrary to
Fauci’s earlier denial.
Aside from accusations of lying to the US Congress, Dr Anthony Fauci is now facing calls for his
resignation and arrest over his alleged involvement in cruel experiments on beagle puppies which were
said to have been infected with disease-causing parasites.
The calls have intensified with the emergence of a graphic video showing brutal scenes of puppies
being fixated and tortured, with some of the clips showing the dogs’ bodies being removed and put into
trash cans.
The chilling footage emerged shortly after the hashtag #ArrestFauci began flourishing on Twitter, being
propelled to trends after the presidential medical adviser was accused by the non-profit organisation
White Coat Waste Project of funding the cruel experiments with taxpayer dollars.

This has got to stop #ArrestFauci pic.twitter.com/OdGI74emYZ

— Gillian McKeith (@GillianMcKeith) October 24, 2021

According to the non-profit, at least 44 beagle puppies were subject to tests of experimental drugs in a
laboratory in Tunisia, North Africa. The dogs were reportedly “fed alive” to disease-carrying parasites,
and the animals allegedly had their vocal chords removed in order not to disturb the researchers with
barking.
In light of recent accusations of lying to Congress, when Fauci denied that his National Institutes of
Health (NIH) participated in gain-of-function research into coronaviruses in Wuhan while the agency
stated otherwise, netizens unleashed their condemnation of the presidential medical adviser.

What kind of monsters put innocent dogs through this torture? Why is the main stream
media not reporting on it? I see that #ArrestFauci is trending. Do we know for a fact that he
was involved in it? @CNN @MSNBC @FoxNews #CNN #Fauci#Beagles
https://t.co/vJz4pjQmlf

— Alana Stewart (@AlanaKStewart) October 25, 2021

How it started. How it’s going. pic.twitter.com/yBL0B6FRKF
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— Julius (@TodayWithJulius) October 22, 2021

#ArrestFauci, I don’t care why. Pick a reason.

— ? Spooky Patch Lyds ? (@sourpatchlyds) October 25, 2021

We finally found someone who is worse than Michael Vick.#ArrestFauci
pic.twitter.com/TLOKVCpKvr

— KamalaHarrisBackedBy270Billionaires (@OzzieOswald2) October 24, 2021

Some people even shared photos of their own pets, calling for Fauci to be arrested.

My dog Rip says #ArrestFauci. pic.twitter.com/WqB23LGsTr

— Steve Mudflap McGrew’s REMASCULATE Podcast! (@REMASCULATE) October 24, 
2021

My puppies are on the lookout for Doctor Death Fauci. #ArrestFauci
pic.twitter.com/Y1Ms7A1fdu

— General??????????? (@TheGeneral_0) October 24, 2021

Anthony Fauci conducted Frankenstein research to create a lethal virus that never would
have existed or KILLED MILLIONS without him.

Anthony Fauci TORTURED beagle puppies for his mad science.

Anthony Fauci LIED about it all under oath to Congress.#ArrestFauci

— Tricia Flanagan (R-NJ) (@NewDayForNJ) October 25, 2021

One of the users who called for Fauci’s arrest and tagged the People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) shared a screenshot saying that the organisation’s account blocked them.

When you tweet about #ArrestFauci and you tag PETA, this happens.

?????? pic.twitter.com/0uqyZRmpGc

— Charles W. ?? (@CW2PointO) October 24, 2021

While Fauci denies ever lying to Congress, netizens are not the only ones calling for his arrest and/or
resignation, as they have now been joined by some Republicans, among them Senator Rand Paul,
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who said that Fauci should be fired “just for lack of judgment if nothing else”.
Fauci, who is yet to comment on the puppy experiment allegations, remains adamant that he never lied 
to Congress, insisting that “neither I nor Dr Francis Collins, the director of the NIH, lied or misled about
what we’ve done”. He also noted that it was “molecularly impossible for those viruses that were worked
on to turn into SARS-CoV-2”.
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